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Natural Language Generation (NLG)
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What is this course about?

➢ Elements about NLG

➢ Differences: NLG vs. NLP vs. NLU

➢ NLG tools

➢ Steps to get started with NLG
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What is NLG?
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➢ the use of artificial intelligence (AI) programming to produce

written or spoken narratives from a data set.

➢ a computer process that can generate natural language text and

speech. These systems generate natural language in a variety of

formats.

Ex1: turning numbers into narratives based on pre-set

templates.

Ex2: predicting which words need to be generated next (in,

say, an email you're actively typing).

Ex3: formulating entire summaries, articles, or responses.



How NLG works?
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How is NLG used?
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✓ generating the responses of chatbots and voice assistants such as Google's 

Alexa and Apple's Siri;

✓ converting financial reports and other types of business data into easily 

understood content for employees and customers;

✓ automating lead nurturing email, messaging and chat responses;

✓ personalizing responses to customer emails and messages;

✓ generating and personalizing scripts used by customer service 

representatives;

✓ aggregating and summarizing news reports;

✓ reporting on the status of internet of things devices; and

✓ creating product descriptions for e-commerce webpages and customer 

messaging.



Differences: NLG vs. NLP vs. NLU
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NLG is related to human-to-machine and machine-to-human interaction, including 

computational linguistics, natural language processing (NLP) and natural language 

understanding (NLU).



NLG tools
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= are gradually gaining a foothold in enterprises, as businesses deploy emerging 

artificial intelligence software.



NLG Tools – MS Azure
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Text to Speech | Microsoft Azure

The Azure Text to Speech API helps to build apps and services that speak

naturally. Users can choose from more than 110 voices and over 45 languages

and variants to differentiate their brand with a customized voice. With MS

Azure users can access voices with different speaking styles and emotional

tones to fit their use case in their preferred programming language.

• USP/ Offerings – Lifelike speech, Customisable voices, Fine-grained audio

controls, Flexible deployment.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/services/cognitive-services/text-to-speech/#overview


NLG Tools – IBM Watson
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Text to Speech - IBM Watson - India | IBM

IBM Watson Text-to-Speech lets users generate human-like audio from written

text. It is a great way to improve the customer experience and engagement by

letting the algorithms interact with users in multiple languages and tones. With

Watson’s text-to-speech users can develop interactive products for a varied

number of industries for seamless call center interaction, hands-free

communication, provide audio options to avoid distracted driving, or automate

customer service interactions to increase efficiencies.

• USP/ Offerings – Offers customised pronunciation, Detects different dialects.

https://www.ibm.com/in-en/cloud/watson-text-to-speech


NLG Tools – Amazon Polly
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Amazon Polly

Amazon Polly offers Neural Text-to-Speech (NTTS) voices which help to

deliver advanced improvements in speech quality through a new machine

learning approach. Polly’s Text-to-Speech (TTS) service uses advanced deep

learning technologies to synthesize natural sounding human speech. With

dozens of lifelike voices across a broad set of languages, users can build

speech-enabled applications that work in many different countries.

• USP/ Offerings – Natural sounding voices, Real-time streaming, pay-as-you-

go pricing model, Customize & control speech output.

https://aws.amazon.com/polly/


NLG Tools – Wordsmith
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Wordsmith | Automated Insights

Wordsmith is a self-service platform offering complete narrative customization,

real-time content updates, and a powerful API for flexible publishing. From BI

dashboard analysis and client communications to video game narrative and

fantasy football recaps, Wordsmith delivers enterprise-ready NLG solutions.

The company has partnered with Tableau. Tibco, Power BI to drive the best

NLG services.

• USP/ Offerings – Real-time analysis, fully customizable, easy scalability and

publish anywhere feature.

https://automatedinsights.com/wordsmith/


NLG Tools – Quill
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Quill | Narrative Science

Quill communicates the way humans do by analyzing the data to identify what

is interesting and important and then automatically transforming those insights

into relevant, intuitive, and timely information generating insightful narratives

at a scale. Quill allows users to automatically create data-driven stories at scale

over Tableau, Power BI, Qlik data visualization tools.

• USP/ Offerings – Delivers data stories in any dashboard or domain,

transforms data into stories, and embeds them directly into dashboards.

https://narrativescience.com/quill/


NLG Tools – AX Semantics
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Automated Content Writing | Software by AX Semantics (ax-semantics.com)

AX Semantics is a self-service NLG software with integrated e-learning

modules that allow customers to start self-automating text within 48 hours. AX

Semantics works with some of the world’s best-known brands on content

generation, including Porsche, Deloitte, Mytheresa, and Nivea, amongst others.

• USP/ Offerings – Multilingual content, Gartner representative vendor

https://en.ax-semantics.com/


NLG Tools – ReadSpeaker
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Lifelike Text to Speech (TTS) - ReadSpeaker

ReadSpeaker gives users text-to-speech capabilities like reading selected

sections or entire pages, writing assistance tools enabling brands, companies,

and organizations to deliver enhanced end-user experience while minimizing

costs. It offers a range of powerful text-to-speech solutions for instantly

deploying lifelike, tailored voice interaction in any environment. Readspeaker

is available in British and Australian English, Dutch, French German, Italian,

Spanish and Swedish languages.

• USP/ Offerings – 10,000+ global customers, 200+ voices in 50+ languages

available in its SaaS solutions, 20+ years of experience.

https://www.readspeaker.com/


NLG Tools – Arria
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Home | Arria NLG

Arria NLG platform develops NLG software technologies that transform

structured data into natural language. Through data analysis, knowledge

automation, language generation, and tailored information delivery, Arria

software replicate the human process of expertly analyzing and communicating

data insights. Arria platform dynamically turns data into written or spoken

narrative at machine speed and on a massive scale by giving data the power of

language.

• USP/ Offerings - Arria NLG Studio, Arria for BI, Arria Answers, Arria

Connect, Arria for RPA, Arria for Excel

https://www.arria.com/


NLG Tools – Yseop
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Advanced Natural Language Generation (NLG) AI automation | Yseop

Yseop is a pioneer in natural language text generation (NLG) technology

offering solutions that utilize artificial intelligence (AI) to make sense of

complex data sets, generating high-quality written narratives accurately,

quickly, and at scale. With specialist tools for complex financial and medical

report writing, as well as sales automation, Yseop is trusted by leading global

businesses to help automate and industrialize processes, empowering workers,

and driving digital transformation. Yseop develops a suite of solutions that

translate data into a written narrative in English, French, German, and Spanish

languages.

• USP/ Offerings- Augmented Financial Analyst, Augmented Medical Writer,

Smart Personal Advisor

https://www.yseop.com/


NLG Tools – textengine.io
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Automatic Text Generation | textengine.io | Retresco

✓ textengine.io is an innovative SaaS solution platform for automated text

generation that brings AI to content marketing strategy, suited for multi-size

and in any industry.textengine.io uses structured data to create custom stories

on any aspect of the company offering.

✓ Textengine.io self-service platform opens up a whole range of opportunities

for implementing custom NLG products and enables organizations to

integrate automated content stories into their day-to-day business themselves.

• USP/ Offerings- Intelligent linguistic analysis, intuitive interface, automatic

translation function, limitless scalability, personalized onboarding support,

creation of SEO texts.

https://www.textengine.io/en/


NLG Tools – others
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Automated Insights - uses NLG to help organizations create earnings reports

at scale, sports articles (box scores, results, etc.), and data-driven narratives.

Clickvoyant - uses NLG to dramatically reduce the time it takes to extract

insights from analytics and create presentations based on those insights.

HyperWrite - uses an NLG tool that automatically writes sentences and

paragraphs based on prompts provided by a human.

MarketMuse - uses NLG to create summarized briefs telling you how to write

posts for maximum impact and will even automatically generate text for you.

Pencil - uses NLG to automatically generate better-performing Facebook ads.

Persado - uses NLG to generate marketing copy and creative to create the

best possible messaging for your individual prospects across channels.

Phrasee - uses NLG to automatically write email subject lines better than

humans, resulting in higher open rates.

Drift - uses conversational NLG to remove friction from the buying process

with chat, email, video, and automation products.

https://automatedinsights.com/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=fedf2e67-f1f7-4ddd-8cbd-61ca6e54f1e5%7C59a8f953-4da0-4404-896b-0ae92def4be6
https://www.clickvoyant.com/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=2fab576f-8108-463f-917a-5b594376d4d7%7C38f5485a-e51f-40e5-bdc4-6f0a34090bcd
https://hyperwriteai.com/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=27d96da0-8627-43a5-ad85-92aa4874e47e%7C901819cb-32d0-4d8e-b4d0-d24239fdb531
https://www.marketmuse.com/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=12e755f6-5104-456b-a704-0f09bd806fb6%7C7d1e53bb-36e5-422b-aa7e-9598fbbdef8b
https://www.trypencil.com/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=995d56fe-53d5-4611-ae1d-e0d18019db3b%7Cf4dbd997-258b-4d53-9988-7fe2332ef2e3
https://www.persado.com/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=b6e216a6-7789-4eec-bcac-fe22f42c76ff%7C7ad634c3-3d60-4019-9b41-7b5719f89953
https://phrasee.co/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=62935a0d-27b1-4079-bff0-5b6112f3cfff%7C07455bdb-f8a9-405f-85cc-cef438929200
https://www.drift.com/?__hstc=89107140.b72df7f48bbf8a2b1bd0494dd95579b5.1635160225810.1635160225810.1635160225810.1&__hssc=89107140.1.1635243361266&__hsfp=3787392666&hsCtaTracking=e449fd8e-af42-4b5d-be72-e7b52a55452d%7C114db1a1-b958-495b-8158-5b51c42fa4e4


NLG models & methodologies
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NLG relies on machine learning algorithms and other approaches to

create machine-generated text in response to user inputs.

https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/feature/5-types-of-machine-learning-algorithms-you-should-know


NLG models – Markov Chain 
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The Markov model is a mathematical method used in statistics & ML to model

and analyze systems that are able to make random choices, such as language

generation.

Markov chains start with an initial state and then randomly generate subsequent

states based on the prior one. The model learns about the current state and the

previous state and then calculates the probability of moving to the next state

based on the previous two. In a machine learning context, the algorithm creates

phrases and sentences by choosing words that are statistically likely to appear

together.

Ex: chain = daily weather

{Snow,Rain,Sunshine}

Now!!! = how to calculate the probability that in 100 days it will rain, if today the probabilities of

snow, rain and sunshine are 0,0.2,0.8?

https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-hidden-markov-models-cd2c93e6b781


NLG models – Markov Chain 
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Ex: chain = daily weather 

{Snow,Rain,Sunshine}

The 2nd entry equals ≈ 0.44.



NLG models – Recurent Neural Network
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RNN = used to process sequential data in different ways. RNNs can be used to

transfer information from one system to another, such as translating sentences

written in one language to another. RNNs are also used to identify patterns in

data which can help in identifying images. An RNN can be trained to recognize

different objects in an image or to identify the various parts of speech in a

sentence.
Ex: NER = to detect names in a sentence.

Ellen      is         very    talented    girl



NLG models – Long short-term memory
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LSTM = a type of RNN used in DL, where a system needs to learn from

experience. LSTM networks are commonly used in NLP tasks because they

can learn the context required for processing sequences of data. To learn long-

term dependencies, LSTM networks use a gating mechanism to limit the

number of previous steps that can affect the current step.

Sepp Hochreiter &

Jürgen Schmidhuber

Text Generation using LSTM



NLG models – Transformer (T)
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It is able to learn long-range dependencies in language and can create

sentences from the meanings of words. It was developed by OpenAI. T

includes two encoders: for processing inputs of any length & to output the

generated sentences

Main Transformers models:

• Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) is a type of NLG technology

used with business intelligence (BI) software. The system generates content

based on information it is fed, which could be a combination of data, metadata

and procedural rules.

• Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is the

successor to the Transformer system that Google originally created for its

speech recognition service.

• XLNet is an artificial neural network that is trained on a set of data. It

identifies patterns that it uses to make a logical conclusion. An NLP engine can

extract information from a simple natural language query. XLNet aims to teach

itself to be able to read and interpret text and use this knowledge to write new

text. XLNet has two parts: an encoder and a decoder.

https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/OpenAI
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/GPT-3
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/BERT-language-model
https://www.borealisai.com/en/blog/understanding-xlnet/
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/neural-network
https://www.borealisai.com/en/blog/understanding-xlnet/


Steps to get started with NLG
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1. Determine if you have a use case for basic NLG.

- Look to the stories (e.g., external-facing or internal-facing reports,

summaries, fact sheets, etc.) you're already manually telling with

numbers. Chose one of these that you have to do weekly…☺

Ex: PR 20/20, the marketing agency behind the Marketing Artificial

Intelligence Institute, has used NLG to cut down analysis and production

time of Google Analytics reports by 80%.

2. Look at how your data is structured.

Are your datasets organized in ordered columns and rows? The current NLG

solution - a CSV upload, so data needs to be clean and relatively consistent

to get value out of this technology.

3. Be realistic about your the potential return on investment (ROI).

Analyze how long reports, articles or narratives currently take, then see how 

much time NLG can potentially shave off.
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